— Ability testing (Continued)
heads, including languages, for tests and testing of native aptitude or acquired proficiency in a particular topic.

— Abnormalities (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1164; H 1180
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases when used under animals and organs and regions of the body.
Use as a topical subdivision under individuals, animals and groups of animals, individual plants and groups of plants, and individual organs and regions of the body.
UF — Abnormalities and deformities [Former subdivision]
— Deformities
NT — Spermatozoa—Abnormalities
— Abnormalities and deformities
USE — Abnormalities

— Abrasion resistance (May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
BT — Mechanical properties

— Abridgments
H 1188
Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

— Abscess (May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.
Use under individual organs and regions of the body.
BT — Diseases

— Absolute constructions
H 1154
Use under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Absorption and adsorption (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Abstracting and indexing (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1140; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., classes of persons, ethnic groups, and uniform titles of sacred works, and under topical headings for works on preparing abstracts or indexes of publications about the subject. Also use under types of publications for works on preparing abstracts or indexes of those types of publications.
UF — Indexing

— Abstracts
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for works about lists of publications on the subject and provide full bibliographical information together with substantive summaries or condensations of the facts, ideas, or opinions presented in Columbia publication works. Use under names of individual persons and corporate bodies for works about abstracts of works by or about the person or corporate body. Also use under types of publications for works about summaries of the contents of those publications.
UF — Summaries of publications
— Abstracts
NT — Digests

— Abuse of (May Subd Geog)
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons.
— Abuse of drugs
USE — Drug use
— Abuse of substances
USE — Substance use

— Accents and accentuation
H 1154; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages and under Bible, Old Testament and individual books of the Old Testament.
UF — Accentuation
— Accentuation
USE — Accents and accentuation
— Access control (May Subd Geog)
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of archives, records, computers, computer networks and statistical and data-gathering services.
UF — Control, Access
— Access for the physically handicapped
USE — Barrier-free design

— Accidents (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1153
Do not subdivide geographically under names of individual space vehicles.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual space vehicles and under types of industries and other topical headings.
NT — Officials and employees—Accidents
— Investigation (May Subd Geog)
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings.
UF — Investigation of accidents
— Accidents and injuries
USE — Wounds and injuries

— Accounting
H 1095; H 1105; H 1151.5; H 1153; H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under types of corporate bodies and industries, military services, and topical headings.

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1153
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.
BT — Law and legislation
— Accreditation (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1105; H 1151.5
Do not subdivide geographically under names of corporate bodies.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies, especially institutions, educational institutions, and services, and under types of institutions, educational institutions, and services.

— Acoustic properties (May Subd Geog)
H 1149; H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and individual materials and types of materials.

BT — Properties
— Acoustic properties of mufflers
USE — Motors—Mufflers—Acoustic properties
— Acoustics
H 1161
Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Acquiring
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for works about lists of publications on the subject and provide full bibliographical information together with substantive summaries or condensations of the facts, ideas, or opinions presented in Columbia publication works. Use under names of individual persons and corporate bodies for works about abstracts of works by or about the person or corporate body. Also use under types of publications for works about summaries of the contents of those publications.
UF — Summaries of publications
— Abstracts
NT — Digests

— Action (May Subd Geog)
H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, states, etc., and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for works containing lists of acronyms in those languages or pertaining to those topics.
BT — Abbreviations
— Dictionaries
H 1095; H 1154
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual languages other than English, groups of languages, and topical headings for works about acronyms in those languages or pertaining to those topics.

— Adaptations
H 1110; H 1155.8; H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works about adaptations by others of their creative works. Also use under literary works entered under title and individual literatures for works about adaptations of those works or of those literatures.
UF — Paraphrases, tales, etc. [Former subdivision]
NT — Audio adaptations
— Film adaptations
— Television adaptations

— Addresses Forms of
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
UF — Forms of address
— Address, Titles of
USE — Titles
— Addresses, sermons, etc.
USE — Sermons

— Additives
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Adjective
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Adjuvant treatment (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
BT — Treatment

— Administration
H 1095; H 1105; H 1149; H 1149.5; H 1151; H 1151.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual libraries and types of institutions in the spheres of health, social services, and education, and under types of such institutions. Under names of other corporate bodies, including government agencies, galleries, museums, parks, etc., use the subdivision Management. Also use under individual drugs and groups of drugs.
NT — Business management
— Colonies—Administration
— Therapeutic use—Administration

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1151.5
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
Use as a topical subdivision under types of educational institutions.
BT — Law and legislation

— Administrative and political divisions
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for works about those topics.
UF — Political divisions
NT — Autonomous communities
— Cantons
— Departments
— Election districts
— Provinces
— Regions
— Republics
— States
— Union territories
— Vovodeships

— Admission
H 1151; H 1151.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions and types of
— Affinity labeling (May Subd Geog)
  H 1149
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
  UF — Labeling, Affinity

— Affixes
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— African Americans
  H 1159
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
  BT — African Americans — Officers

— African American troops
  H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
  UF — Afro-American troops [Former subdivision]

— African Americans
  H 1159; H 1200
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services and individual wars.
  UF — Afro-Americans [Former subdivision]
  NT — African American officers

— African influences
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
  BT — Foreign influences
  UF — African American troops
  USE — African American troops
  USE — African Americans

— Age (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
  UF — Determination of age

— Age differences (May Subd Geog)
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
  UF — Differences, Age

— Age factors (May Subd Geog)
  H 1150
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
  NT — Metabolism — Age factors
  UF — Toxology — Age factors

— Aging
  H 1147; H 1164; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual plants and groups of plants, and individual organs and regions of the body.

— Genetic aspects
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
  BT — Genetics

— Molecular aspects
  H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
  BT — Molecular aspects

— Prevention
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Prevention

— Agonists
  H 1149
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under chemicals.
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
  BT — Prevention

— Agreement
  H 1154
— Cartography
  H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
— Caricatures and cartoons
  USE — Caricatures and cartoons — Humor
— Cartoons, satire, etc.
  USE — Caricatures and cartoons — Humor
— Case
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Case grammar
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Case studies
  H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for works about case studies.
— Cases
  H 1154.5
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual legal topics.
— Digests
  USE — Digests
— Cases, clinical reports, statistics
  USE — Case studies — Statistics
— Casualties
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
— Catalogs
  H 1200
  Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual wars.
— Casualties (Statistics, etc.)
  (Former subdivision)
— Statistics
  H 1200
  Use this use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and major genres of literatures.
BT — Statistics
— Casualties (Statistics, etc.)
  USE — Casualties
— Catalogs (Statistics, etc.)
  USE — Casualties — Statistics
— Catalan authors
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
— Catalogs
  H 1095; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1148
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of objects, including types of merchandise, art objects, products, publications, collectors' items, technical equipment, etc., for works about listings of those objects that have been produced, that are available or located at particular places, or that occur on a particular market, often systematically arranged with descriptive details, prices, etc., accompanying each entry. Use the topical subdivision Catalogs under the heading Excavations (Archaeology) as well as under headings for individual archaeological sites for works about lists of objects found. Use the topical subdivision Catalogs under names of individual corporate bodies and types of organizations for works about lists of objects, art works, products, etc., produced by, located in, or available from those organizations. Also use the subdivision Catalogs under names of individual artists, craftspersons, families of artists and craftspersons, and corporate bodies for works listing their art works or crafts which are available or located in particular institutions or places. Also use under persons or families doing business as sellers under their own names.
— Catalogs
  H 1095; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1148
  Use as a form subdivision under types of objects, including types of merchandise, art objects, products, publications, collectors' items, technical equipment, etc., for listings of those objects that have been produced, that are available or located at particular places, or that occur on a particular market, often systematically arranged with descriptive details, prices, etc., accompanying each entry. Use the subdivision Catalogs under the heading Excavations (Archaeology) as well as under headings for individual archaeological sites for works listing objects found. Use the subdivision Catalogs under names of individual corporate bodies and types of organizations for works listing objects, art works, products, etc., produced by, located in, or available from those organizations. Also use the subdivision Catalogs under names of individual artists, craftspersons, families of artists and craftspersons, and corporate bodies for works listing their art works or crafts which are available or located in particular institutions or places. Also use under persons or families doing business as sellers under their own names.
— Catalogs and collections
  (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1147; H 1161; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of natural objects, individual musical instruments and families of instruments for works about catalog collections of those objects and instruments.
— Catalogs and collections
  H 1095; H 1147; H 1161; H 1180
  Use as a form subdivision under types of natural objects, individual musical instruments, and families of instruments for catalogs or collections of those objects and instruments.
— Catalogs
  NT — Germplasm resources—Catalogs and collections
— Catalogs, Manufacturers'
  USE — Manufacturers' catalogs
— Catalogues raisonnées
  H 1110
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for comprehensive listings of an artist's or craftsperson's works in one medium or all media, usually chronologically or systematically arranged, and accompanied by descriptive or critical notes.
— Catalogues raisonnées
  H 1110
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for comprehensive listings of an artist's or craftsperson's works in one medium or all media, usually chronologically or systematically arranged, and accompanied by descriptive or critical notes.
— Catalogues raisonnées
  H 1110
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for comprehensive listings of an artist's or craftsperson's works in one medium or all media, usually chronologically or systematically arranged, and accompanied by descriptive or critical notes.
— Catalogues raisonnées
  H 1110
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for comprehensive listings of an artist's or craftsperson's works in one medium or all media, usually chronologically or systematically arranged, and accompanied by descriptive or critical notes.
— Catalogues raisonnées
  H 1110
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for comprehensive listings of an artist's or craftsperson's works in one medium or all media, usually chronologically or systematically arranged, and accompanied by descriptive or critical notes.
— Catalogues raisonnées
  H 1110
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for comprehensive listings of an artist's or craftsperson's works in one medium or all media, usually chronologically or systematically arranged, and accompanied by descriptive or critical notes.
— Catalogues raisonnées
  H 1110
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for comprehensive listings of an artist's or craftsperson's works in one medium or all media, usually chronologically or systematically arranged, and accompanied by descriptive or critical notes.
— Catalogues raisonnées
  H 1110
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for comprehensive listings of an artist's or craftsperson's works in one medium or all media, usually chronologically or systematically arranged, and accompanied by descriptive or critical notes.
— Catalogues raisonnées
  H 1110
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for comprehensive listings of an artist's or craftsperson's works in one medium or all media, usually chronologically or systematically arranged, and accompanied by descriptive or critical notes.
— Catalogues raisonnées
  H 1110
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for comprehensive listings of an artist's or craftsperson's works in one medium or all media, usually chronologically or systematically arranged, and accompanied by descriptive or critical notes.
— Catalogues raisonnées
  H 1110
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for comprehensive listings of an artist's or craftsperson's works in one medium or all media, usually chronologically or systematically arranged, and accompanied by descriptive or critical notes.
— Catalogues raisonnées
  H 1110
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for comprehensive listings of an artist's or craftsperson's works in one medium or all media, usually chronologically or systematically arranged, and accompanied by descriptive or critical notes.
— Catalogues raisonnées
  H 1110
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for comprehensive listings of an artist's or craftsperson's works in one medium or all media, usually chronologically or systematically arranged, and accompanied by descriptive or critical notes.
— Censorship (Continued)  
  especially forms of communication.  
UF — Prohibited books

— Censures  
H 1110; H 1155  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and legislative bodies.

— Census  
H 1103; H 1140  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and ethnic groups for works about official counts of the population of the place or group.

— Law and legislation  
H 1140  
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.  
BT — Law and legislation

— Census  
H 1103; H 1140  
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and ethnic groups for official counts of the population of the place or group, including data relating to economic and social conditions.  
BT — Statistics

— Census, [date]  
H 1103; H 1140  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and ethnic groups for works about a specific census of the place or group.

— Centenary celebrations  
USE — Centennial celebrations, etc.

— Centennial celebrations, etc.  
H 1095; H 1105; H 1140; H 1200  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies, and under historic events.

— Ceremonies  
USE — Rites and ceremonies

— Ceremonies and practices  
USE — Customs and practices

— Certification (May Subd Geog)  
H 1095; H 1100; H 1153  
Use as a topical subdivision under types of products and industries, occupational groups, and types of employees for works on official confirmation that standards have been met.

— Channelization  
H 1145.5  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual bodies of water.

— Channels  
H 1145.5  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual bodies of water.

— Chapel exercises  
H 1151.5  
Use as a form subdivision under types of educational institutions.  
UF — Exercises, Chapel

— Chaplains (May Subd Geog)  
H 1105; H 1159; H 1200  
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.  
Further subdivide geographically only under individual wars.  
Do not use under headings of the type [place]—Armed Forces; use Military chaplains—[place] instead.

— Chaplain's assistants  
H 1159  
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

— Characters  
H 1150; H 1155.8  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual literary authors and literary works entered under title for works about the author's or work's characters in general.

— Children [Jews, Physicians, etc.]  
H 1110  
Complete the subdivision with subdivisions for classes of persons or ethnic groups.

— Chemoprevention (May Subd Geog)  
H 1150  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— Chemotherapy  
BT — Chemotherapy — Prevention

— Chemomathology (May Subd Geog)  
H 1180  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Childhood and youth  
H 1110  
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.

— Children [May Subd Geog]  
H 1200  
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

— Chat groups, Online  
USE — Online chat groups

— Chat groups, Online  
USE — Online chat groups

— Chemical analysis  
USE — Analysis

— Chemical defenses (May Subd Geog)  
H 1147; H 1180  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Chemical resistance  
H 1158  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Chemical warfare (May Subd Geog)  
H 1200  
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attendance at congresses</td>
<td>Conference attendance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congresses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1095</td>
<td>Use as a form subdivision under subjects for the proceedings or reports of proceedings of congresses or congresses on those subjects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Conference proceedings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Congresses—Abstracts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Congresses, conferences, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former subdivision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Controversial literature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1145</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual religious and monastic orders, individual religions, individual Christian denominations, and uniform titles of sacred works for works about works that argue against or express opposition to those groups or works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Motors—Control systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Historical and criticism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1155</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Elections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Law and legislation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1154</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1147, H 1158, H 1180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Law and legislation under legal topics.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Law and restoration (May Subd Geog)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1095, H 1148, H 1195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under types of art objects, library materials, types of architecture, types of buildings, individual land vehicles and types of vehicles, etc., for works on preserving and restoring those items.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Restoration and conservation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Consonants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1154</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Constituent communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1155</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Communication with constituents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Constitutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1105</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies for works about constitutions of those bodies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Construction (May Subd Geog)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1161</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Construction and design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Design and construction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Engineering and construction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Construction mechanics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1159</td>
<td>Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons. Use as a topical subdivision under military services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Consumption, Fuel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Fuel consumption</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Consumption of energy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Energy consumption</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Containment of feeds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Feeding and feeds—Contamination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Contamination, Radioactive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Radioactive contamination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Contemporaries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1110</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works about other persons flourishing during the person's life, but not necessarily in close contact with the person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT — Adversaries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Contents, Tables of USE — Tables of contents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Contested elections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1155</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Contests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Competitions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1154</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Continuing education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Continuing (Continuing education)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Contracting out of communication systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Communication systems—Contracting out</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Contracting out of services for USE — Services for—Contracting out</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Contract (May Subd Geog)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1154, H 1164</td>
<td>Further subdivide geographically only under organs and regions of the body.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Control and expansion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Expansion and contraction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Contracts and specifications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Specifications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Contributions, Charitable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Charitable contributions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Contributions to charity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Charitable contributions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Controlling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1095, H 1147, H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and groups of plants and individual pests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT — Biological control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Cultural control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Diseases and pests—Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Integrated control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Parasites—Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Predators of—Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Environmental aspects (May Subd Geog)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1147, H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Environmental aspects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1147, H 1180</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1147, H 1180</td>
<td>Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics. Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT — Law and legislation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Control, Access</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Access control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Control, Automatic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Automatic control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Control, Breathing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Breath control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Control, Inventory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Inventory control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Control of air conditioning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Air conditioning—Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Control of costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Cost control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Control of fading of color</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Color—Fading—Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Control of fumes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Fume control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Control of heating and ventilation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Heating and ventilation—Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Control of spray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Spray control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Control systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Controlled release (May Subd Geog)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1145</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual drugs and groups of drugs. Under individual and groups of non-drug chemicals use the subdivision Therapeutic use—Controlled release.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT — Therapeutic use—Controlled release</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Controversial literature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1185; H 1186; H 1187; H 1188</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under individual religious and monastic orders, individual religions, individual Christian denominations, and uniform titles of sacred works for works about works that argue against or express opposition to those groups or works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Doctrinal and controversial works</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Controversial literature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1185; H 1186; H 1187; H 1188</td>
<td>Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual religious and monastic orders, individual religions, individual Christian denominations, and uniform titles of sacred works for works about works that argue against or express opposition to those groups or works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE — Doctrinal and controversial works</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Conversation and phrase books</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1154</td>
<td>Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Conversation and phrase books for banks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1154</td>
<td>Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Conversation and phrase books for companies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1154</td>
<td>Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Conversation and phrase books for groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1154</td>
<td>Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Conversation and phrase books for individuals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1154</td>
<td>Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Conversation and phrase books for operators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1154</td>
<td>Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Conversation and phrase books for organizations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1154</td>
<td>Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Conversation and phrase books for employees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1154</td>
<td>Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Conversation and phrase books for businesses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1154</td>
<td>Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Conversation and phrase books for caregivers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1154</td>
<td>Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
— Criticism, interpretation, etc., Jewish (Continued)
  UF — Jewish criticism, interpretation, etc.
  BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.
— Criticism, Narrative
  H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
  UF — Narrative criticism
  BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.
— Criticism, Redaction
  H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
  UF — Redaction criticism
  BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.
— Criticism, Textual
  H 1110; H 1155.6; H 1155.8; H 1156; H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, individual works (author-title or title entries), and individual literatures.
  UF — Textual criticism
  BT — Criticism and interpretation — Criticism, interpretation, etc.
  — History and criticism
— Cross-cultural studies
  H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings for works about the methods and techniques of conducting cross-cultural studies on those topics.
— Cross references
  H 1188
  Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
— Cross-sectional imaging (May Subd Geog)
  H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
  BT — Imaging
  NT — Magnetic resonance imaging — Tomography — Ultrasonic imaging
— Crowning
  USE — Coronation
— Cruise, [date]
  H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
— Cryopreservation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
  BT — Preservation
  NT — Germplasm resources — Cryopreservation
— Cryosurgery (May Subd Geog)
  H 1150; H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases and individual organs and regions of the body.
  UF — Diseases — Cryosurgery
  BT — Surgery
— Cryotherapy (May Subd Geog)
  H 1150
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
  BT — Treatment
— Cryptography
  H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
— Cult (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual deities, divine persons, saints, and persons worshipped for works on systems of beliefs or rituals associated with them.
— Cultural assimilation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.
  UF — Assimilation, Cultural
— Cultural control (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
  BT — Control
  NT — Diseases and pests — Cultural control
— Cultural policy
  H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
  BT — Government policy
  — Culture (Civilization)
  USE — Civilization
— Cultures and culture media (May Subd Geog)
  H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
— Curing (May Subd Geog)
  H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
  USE — Curiosities and miscellaneous
  — Curiosities and miscellaneous
  USE — Miscellaneous
  — Curing edictions
  USE — Editions, Curious
  — Currency, Military
  USE — Military currency
— Curricula (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1151; H 1151.5
  Do not subdivide geographically under names of individual educational institutions.
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions and under types of education and educational institutions for works on courses offered at those institutions or in those fields.
  NT — Honors courses
  — Catalogs
  H 1151; H 1151.5
  Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under names of individual educational institutions and types of educational institutions for listings of courses offered.
  USE — Course catalogs
  BT — Catalogs
— Customer services (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1105; H 1153
  Do not subdivide geographically under names of individual corporate bodies.
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under types of organizations and industries.
  — Customer services
  H 1161; H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments and individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
  — Customs
  USE — Social life and customs
  — Customs and practices
  H 1185; H 1186; H 1187
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual religions and monastic orders and under individual religions and Christian denominations.
  UF — Ceremonies and practices [Former subdivision]
— Cuttings (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
  — Cycles, Life
  USE — Life cycles
  — Cylinder blocks of motors
  USE — Motors — Cylinder blocks
  — Cylinder heads of motors
  USE — Motors — Cylinder heads
  — Cylinders of motors
  USE — Motors — Cylinders
— Cysts (May Subd Geog)
  H 1164
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
  BT — Diseases
  NT — Hyalids
— Cytochemistry
  H 1164; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
  BT — Cytochemistry
  — Cytochemistry
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
  BT — Cytopathology
— Cytopathology
  H 1150; H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases and organs and regions of the body.
— Cytopathology
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
— Czech authors
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
— Czech influences
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
— Czech authors
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
— Czech influences
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
— Cultural control
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
  BT — Cultural control
  NT — Kings and rulers — Death and burial
— Cultural control
  H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works on the person’s death, funeral, or burial, including the person’s
last illness.
UF — Biography—Death and burial
— Biography—Last years and death [Former subdivision]
— Burial
— Funeral
— Funeral and memorial services [Former subdivision]
— Interment
— Last illness
NT — Assassination

— Death mask
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.
BT — Relics

— Debate, Freedom of
USE — Freedom of debate

— Decay
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Decentralization (May Subd Geog)
H 1151.5
Use as a topical subdivision under types of educational institutions.

— Deception (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Decision making
H 1095; H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings for works on the process of arriving at decisions for action, including attempts to formulate a general theory based on mathematical analysis and psychological experiment.

— Declension
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Decentralization (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Decoration (May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
NT — Housing—Decoration

— Decorations, Military
USE — Medals, badges, decorations, etc.

— Defects (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1158; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials and types of equipment, structures, products, etc., in which defects may exist.
NT — Surfaces—Defects

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics. Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Law and legislation
H 1140
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics. Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc.

— Law and legislation
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Deformities
USE — Abnormalities

— Degradation of clergy
USE — Clergy—Degradation

— Degrees
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.

— Definitionalization (May Subd Geog)
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons.

— Debts
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Deletion
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Demand and supply
USE — Supply and demand

— Demobilisation
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Demographics
USE — Population

— Demography
USE — Population

— Demonstratives
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Demonyms
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Denatured
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Denotation
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Denominative
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Density
H 1149; H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and individual materials and types of materials.

— Dental care (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and military services.

— Decodifying (May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Departments
H 1095; H 1151.5
Use under headings of the type [topic]—[country] for works discussing collectively the departments of a country in relation to the topic. Also use under types of educational institutions for works on the administrative divisions of those institutions.

— Dependency grammar
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Design
H 1095; H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings for which the subdivision—Design and construction is not appropriate. Also use under individual drugs and groups of drugs.

— Design and construction
H 1095; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual examinations and types of examinations. Also use under types of structures, machines, equipment, etc., for works discussing their engineering and/or construction.

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1155
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics. Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Law and legislation
H 1115
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc.

— Law and legislation
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

— Derivatives (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under chemicals. Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Description
USE — Description and travel

— Description and travel
H 1140, H 1149.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

— Description
USE — Description [Former subdivision]
— Description, geography [Former subdivision]

— Descriptions of jobs
USE — Job descriptions

— Deserts (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

— Design
H 1095; H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under types of educational institutions.

— Design and construction
H 1095; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual examinations and types of examinations. Also use under types of structures, machines, equipment, etc., for works discussing their engineering and/or construction.

— Design
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc.

— Design
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

— Design and construction
H 1095; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual examinations and types of examinations. Also use under types of structures, machines, equipment, etc., for works discussing their engineering and/or construction.

— Design
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, etc.
— Design and construction
— Optical methods of design and construction

— Designs and plans
H 1095 Use as a form subdivision under architectural headings, including types of buildings and rooms, and under landscape headings, including types of gardens and parks, for works containing architectural drawings.
UF — Architectural drawings — Architectural plans — Plans, Architectural
BT — Drawings

— Destruction and pilage (May Subd Geog)
H 1200 Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
UF — Pilage

— Desulfurization (May Subd Geog)
H 1158 Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
UF — Desulfurization [Former subdivision]

— Detection (May Subd Geog)
H 1147 Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Deterioration (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1158 Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials and types of substances, products, etc.
NT — Biodegradation — Erosion — Determination of age

— Determiners
H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Detoxification, Metabolic
USE — Metabolic detoxification

— Development (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1149; H 1180 Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual drugs and groups of drugs, and individual plants and groups of plants.
NT — Metamorphosis

— Endocrine aspects
H 1147 Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
BT — Endocrinology

— Devotional literature
H 1188 Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works for works about devotional literature on those works.

— Devotional literature
NT — Meditations

— Devotional use
H 1188 Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of dedicated works.
UF — Use in devotion

— Devotions
USE — Prayers and devotions

— Devotions
USE — Prayers and devotions

— Dewatering (May Subd Geog)
H 1158 Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Diacritics
H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages other than English and groups of languages.

— Diagnosis (May Subd Geog)
H 1150 Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
NT — Biopsy — Cytodiagnosis — Diseases — Diagnosis

— Early detection

— Examination

— Immunodiagnosis

— Molecular diagnosis

— Serodiagnosis

— Wounds and injuries — Diagnosis

— Diagnostic use (May Subd Geog)
H 1149 Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
UF — Use in diagnosis

— Diagrams
USE — USE Charts, diagrams, etc.

— Dialectology
H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Dialects (May Subd Geog)
H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Conversation and phrase books
BT — Conversation and phrase books

— Glossaries, vocabularies, etc.
H 1154 Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
BT — Conversation and phrase books

— Grammar
H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
BT — Glossaries, vocabularies, etc.

— Lexicology
H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
BT — Lexicology

— Morphology
H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
BT — Morphology

— Mutual intelligibility
H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
BT — Mutual intelligibility

— Phonetics
H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
BT — Phonetics

— Phonology
H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
BT — Phonology

— Research (May Subd Geog)
H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
BT — Research

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1154 Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
BT — Law and legislation

— Syntax
H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
BT — Syntax

— Texts
H 1154 Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
BT — Texts

— Diaries
H 1159; H 1100; H 1103; H 1110; H 1120 Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and families, classes of persons, and ethnic groups for works about diaries of those persons. Also use under military services for works about diaries of persons belonging to those services.
UF — Journals (Diaries)

— Dictation exercises
USE — Exercises for dictation

— Dictionaries
H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Dictionaries (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1105; H 1110; H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under works by authors, compilers, and publishers.
UF — Dictionaries, indexes, etc. [Former subdivision]
— Dictionaries and encyclopedias [Former subdivision]
NT — Gazetteers

— Dictionaries
H 1095; H 1105; H 1110; H 1154 Use as a form subdivision under subjects.

— Abbreviations—Dictionaries
— Acronyms—Dictionaries
— Biography—Dictionaries — Gazetteers

— Early works to 1700
H 1154 Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
BT — Early works to 1800

— French, [Italian, etc.]
H 1095; H 1154 Use as a form subdivision under subjects.

— Juvenile literature
USE — Dictionaries, Juvenile

— Polyglot
H 1095; H 1154

— Dictionaries and encyclopedias
USE — Dictionaries

— Dictionaries and encyclopedias
USE — Encyclopedias

— Dictionaries, indexes, etc.
USE — Dictionaries

— Dictionaries, indexes, etc.
USE — Indexes

— Dictionaries, Juvenile
H 1095; H 1154 Use as a form subdivision under subjects.

— Children’s dictionaries — Dictionaries—Juvenile literature — Juvenile dictionary
BT — Juvenile literature

— Hebrew, [Italian, etc.]
H 1154 Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Diesel motors
USE — Motors (Diesel)

— Diet therapy (May Subd Geog)
H 1150 Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.
BT — Treatment
NT — Diseases — Diet therapy

— Diets
H 1150

— Recipes
H 1150

— Differences
— Age
USE — Age differences

— Differences, Sex
USE — Sex differences

— Differentials
H 1155 Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
— Education (Graduate) (May Subd Geog)
  H 1100; H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
  UF — Higher education

— Education (High school) (May Subd Geog)
  H 1100; H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
  UF — Middle school education

— Education (Preschool) (May Subd Geog)
  H 1100; H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
  UF — Preschool education

— Education (Primary) (May Subd Geog)
  H 1100; H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.
  UF — Primary education

— Educational tests
  USE — Examinations

— Effect of acid deposition on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of acid precipitation on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
  BT — Climatic factors

— Effect of air pollution on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Genetic aspects
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
  BT — Genetics

— Effect of aircraft on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of alkaloids on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
  UF — Effect of elevation on
  NT — Reproduction—Effect of altitude on

— Effect of aluminum sulfate on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of ammonium nitrate fertilizers on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
  NT — Seedings—Effect of browsing on

— Effect of ascorbic acid on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
  NT — Effect of surface active agents on

— Effect of climate on
  USE — Climatic factors
  USE — Effect of climatic changes on

— Effect of cold on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1164; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
  NT — Effect of temperature on

— Effect of contaminated sediments on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of damage on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of dichlorophenoxycetic acid on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of drinking water on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of drought on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of drugs on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual organs and regions of the body.
  UF — Drug effects [Former subdivision]
  NT — Receptors—Effect of drugs on
  NT — Effect of earthquakes on

— Effect of equipments on (May Subd Geog)
  USE — Effect of altitude on
  USE — Effect of energy development on

— Effect of environment on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of exotic animals on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of explosives on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of vehicles.

— Effect of factory and trade waste on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1100
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of ferrous sulfate on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of ferrous sulphate on
  USE — Effect of ferrous sulfate on

— Effect of fines on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1150
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of floods on
  USE — Effect of floods on

— Effect of forest management on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of freezes on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of fluoride on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of fishing on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of flooding on
  USE — Effect of floods on

— Effect of forest changes on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of freezing on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of gamma rays on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of gasses on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of gases on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of greenhouse gases on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of heat on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

— Effect of heavy metals on (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
— Effect of high temperatures on (May Subd Geog) H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Effect of temperature on

— Effect of human beings on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of hunting on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of hurricanes on USE — Hurricane effects

— Effect of ice on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of implants on (May Subd Geog) H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of imprisonment on (May Subd Geog) H 1100
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons.

— Effect of inflation on appropriations and expenditures USE — Appropriations and expenditures—Effect of inflation on

— Effect of inflation on pensions USE — Pensions—Effect of inflation on

— Effect of insecticides on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of iron on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of lasers on (May Subd Geog) H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Effect of light on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and individual plants and groups of plants.
  NT — Reproduction—Effect of light on

— Effect of logging on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of low temperatures on (May Subd Geog) H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
  BT — Effect of temperature on

— Effect of magnesium on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of magnatism on (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1164; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of manganese on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.
  BT — Effect of temperature on

— Effect of metals on (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and individual organs and regions of the body.

— Effect of mineral industries on USE — Effect of mining on

— Effect of minerals on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of mining on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  UF — Effect of mineral industries on

— Effect of music on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of noise on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of odors on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of off-road vehicles on (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants and under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of oil spills on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of oxygen on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of ozone on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.
  BT — Climatic factors

— Effect of pesticides on (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of poaching on (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of pollution on (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of potassium on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of predation on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of radiation on (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1149; H 1158; H 1164; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual chemicals and groups of chemicals, individual materials and groups of materials, and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of radioactive pollution on (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of roads on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of salt on (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1158; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of sediments on (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of selenium on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of soil acidity on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of soil moisture on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of sound on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of space flight on (May Subd Geog) H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

— Effect of storms on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of stray currents on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of stress on (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1164, H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual organs and regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of sulfates on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of sulfur on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  UF — Effect of sulphur on [Former subdivision]

— Effect of sulphur on USE — Effect of sulfur on

— Effect of surface active agents on (May Subd Geog) H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  BT — Effect of chemicals on

— Effect of technological innovations on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of temperature on (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1158; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual materials and types of materials, and individual plants and groups of plants.
  UF — Effect of water temperature on [Former subdivision]
  NT — Employees—Effect of technological innovations on

— Effect of testing on (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1158; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual chemicals and groups of chemicals, and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of testing on USE — Effect of freezing on

— Effect of thisel on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of theodolite on USE — Effect of heat on

— Effect of thermal pollution on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of trampling on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Effect of trichloroethylene on (May Subd Geog) H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of ultraviolet radiation on (May Subd Geog) H 1147; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
— Exhaust systems of motors
  USE — Motors — Exhaust systems
— Exhibit catalogs
— Exhibitions
— Exhibition catalogs
  USE — Exhibitions

— Exhibitions
H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under subjects for works about exhibitions on those subjects.
  Also use headings for types of institutions for works on exhibition techniques and methodology in those institutions.
— Catalogs
  USE — Exhibitions

— Exhibitions
H 1095
  Use as a form subdivision under subjects for catalogs of exhibitions on those subjects.
— Exhibit catalogs
— Exhibition catalogs
— Exhibitions — Catalogs
BT — Catalogs

NT — Bibliography — Exhibitions
— Exhibitions and museums
  USE — Exhibitions

— Exile (May Subd Geog)
H 1110
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.
  UF — Biography — Exile [Former subdivision]
— Exile, Governments in
  USE — Governments in exile
— Existential constructions
H 1154
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
— Expansion and contraction (May Subd Geog)
H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
  UF — Contraction and expansion
  BT — Effect of temperature on
— Expansion, Territorial
  USE — Territorial expansion
— Expenditures and appropriations
  USE — Appropriations and expenditures
— Experimental liturgy
  USE — Liturgy, Experimental
— Experiments
H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under scientific and technical topics for works on experiments and instructions for carrying them out.
  NT — Field experiments
— Expertising (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1148
  Use as a topical subdivision under headings for art forms and under types of art objects, types of architecture, and types of buildings.
  NT — Attribution
— Exploration
H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
— Exploration, Aerial
  USE — Aerial exploration
— Exploration and discovery
  USE — Discovery and exploration
— Exploring expeditions
  USE — Discovery and exploration
— Explosion, [date]
H 1105
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies, buildings, structures, etc.
— Exposures, Occupational
  USE — Threshold limit values
— Exploitation
H 1155
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.
— Extra-canonical parallels
H 1188
  Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
— Extrapolation
H 1158
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.
— Feeding and feeds (Continued)
their own or provide for themselves as well as for works on their food habits, use the subdivision Food.

UF — Feeds

— Climatic factors (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Climatic factors

— Contamination (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

UF — Contamination of feeds

— Recipes
H 1147
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

UF — Feeding behavior

USE — Food

— Feeds
USE — Feeding and feeds

— Fees (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under professional groups of persons.

UF — Fees for licenses

USE — Licenses—Fees

— Fees for registration and transfer
USE — Registration and transfer—Fees

— Fellowships
USE — Scholarships, fellowships, etc.

— Female authors
USE — Women authors

— Female participation
USE — Participation, Female

— Feminist criticism (May Subd Geog)
H 1189
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.

— Fenders
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Fertility (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Fertilization
H 1145
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual bodies of water.

— Fertilizers (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

UF — Fertilizers and manures [Former subdivision]

— Fertilizers and manures
USE — Fertilizers

— Feces
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Anatomy
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Anatomy

— Physiology (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Physiology

— Fibrosis (May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.

USE as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

— Fiction
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, names of deities and mythical or legendary figures, individual and groups of fictitious and legendary characters, and topical headings for collections of stories or novels on those subjects. Also use under names of individual persons and historic events for individual works of biographical or historical fiction, and under animals for individual stories about animals.

UF — Legends and stories [Former subdivision]

— Novels

— Stories

NT — Juvenile fiction

— Fictional works
H 1110
Do not use under authors who write principally fiction.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual literary authors for works of criticism about fictional works by the author.

BT — Criticism and interpretation

— Field experiments
H 1190
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Experiments

— Field guides
USE — Identification

— Field protocols
USE — Fieldwork

— Field service
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Field study
USE — Fieldwork

— Field work
USE — Fieldwork

— Fieldwork (May Subd Geog)
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under disciplines for works on the techniques of carrying out work in the field to gain practical experience through firsthand observation and to collect data.

UF — Field protocols

BT — Field study

— Field work [Former subdivision]

BT — Methodology

— Figure of speech
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages other than English and groups of languages.

— Film adaptations
H 1110; H 1155.8; H 1156; H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures, individual literary works entered under title, forms and types of musical compositions, and names of individual persons.

UF — Film and video adaptations [Former subdivision]

BT — Adaptations

— Film and video adaptations
USE — Film adaptations

— Television adaptations
USE — Film adaptations

— Film catalogs
H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under subjects for lists of films about those subjects.

BT — Catalogs

— Films for foreign speakers
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF — Video recordings for foreign speakers [Former subdivision]

— Films for French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
H 1154
Use as a form subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF — Video recordings for French [Spanish, etc.] speakers

— Films, Juvenile
USE — Juvenile films

— Finance
H 1095; H 1103; H 1105; H 1151; H 1151.5; H 1153; H 1159; H 1187; H 1200
This subdivision may be subdivided geographically only under wars entered under directly their own names.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual nongovernmental corporate bodies and under types of industries, corporate bodies, services, technical operations, etc., for works on their budgets and the raising and expenditure of funds. Use under names of individual government bodies for works limited to their management of nonappropriated funds. For works on the financial affairs of individual government agencies and institutions, use the subdivision Appropriations and expenditures.

Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups for works on the financial affairs of the group as a whole. Also use under individual wars.

UF — Finance, commerce, confiscations, etc. [Former subdivision]

NT — Subsidies

— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1103; H 1115.1; H 1115; H 1119
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.

Do not further subdivide geographically under military services.

Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups, types of educational institutions, types of industries, and military services.

BT — Law and legislation

— Finance, commerce, confiscations, etc.
USE — Confiscations and contributions

— Finance, Personal
H 1100; H 1103; H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, classes of persons, and ethnic groups for works about their personal financial affairs.

BT — Personal finance

— Fingerling
H 1161
Use as a topical subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

BT — Instruction and study—Fingerling

[Former subdivision]

— Studies and exercises—Fingerling

[Former subdivision]

— Charts, diagrams, etc.
H 1161
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

UF — Fingerling charts

BT — Charts, diagrams, etc.

— Fingerling charts
USE — Fingerling—Charts, diagrams, etc.

— Finishing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

BT — Models—Finishing

NT — Materials—Finishing

— Waste disposal (May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

BT — Waste disposal

— Waste minimization (May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

BT — Waste minimization

— Finnish authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

UF — Finnish influences

H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

— Fire control
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Fire, [date]
H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies, buildings, structures, etc.

— Fire fighters (May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under
— as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

UF — Genomics, Functional
— Physiological genomics [Former subdivision]
BT — Genealogies

— Funds and scholarships
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.

UF — Scholarships and funds

— Funeral
USE — Death and burial
— Funeral and memorial services
USE — Death and burial

— Funeral customs and rites (May Subd Geog)
H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

UF — Mortuary customs
BT — Rites and ceremonies

— Furloughs and leaves
USE — Leaves and furloughs
— Furloughs of officials and employees
USE — Officials and employees—Furloughs

— Furniture in barracks and quarters
USE — Barracks and quarters—Furniture

— Galician influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

BT — Foreign words and phrases

— Galvanomagnetic properties (May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Gambling (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

UF — Amusements
NT — Computer games

— Garfuna authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Gas producers (May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Gay Interpretations
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.

— Gay participation
USE — Participation, Gay

— Gay (May Subd Geog)
H 1159; H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Further subdivide geographically only under individual wars. Do not use under headings of the type [place]—Armed Forces. Use Gay military personnel—[place] instead.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars for works on aspects of the war in relation to gays, especially the war’s effect on them. For works on the participation of gays in the military actions of a war, use the subdivision — Participation, Gay. Also use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Gazettes (May Subd Geog)
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

BT — Dictionaries

— Gemination
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Gender
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Gender differences
USE — Sex differences

— Genetic therapy (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

BT — Treatment

— Genealogies
USE — Genealogy

— Geology
H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies and under classes of persons and ethnic groups for works about genealogy of persons from those places or belonging to those groups.

UF — Family history
NT — Kings and rulers—Genealogy

— Religious aspects
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

— Genealogy
H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual corporate bodies and under classes of persons and ethnic groups for genealogies of persons from those places or belonging to those groups.

UF — Family trees
— Genealogies
NT — Kings and rulers—Genealogy
— Pedigrees

— General staff officers
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

BT — Officers

— Generative grammar
USE — Grammar, Generative

— Generative organs
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Genetic aspects
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

NT — Diseases—Genetic aspects

— Genetic engineering (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Biotechnology

— Genetics
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

NT — Aging—Genetic aspects
— Behavior—Genetic aspects
— Color—Genetic aspects
— Cytogenetics
— Disease and pest resistance—Genetic aspects
— Effect of air pollution on—Genetic aspects
— Effect of fires on—Genetic aspects
— Functional genomics
— Immunology—Genetic aspects
— Insect resistance—Genetic aspects
— Metabolism—Genetic aspects
— Metamorphosis—Genetic aspects
— Molecular genetics

— Genome mapping (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

UF — Mapping of genomes
— Genomics, Functional
USE — Functional genomics

— Geographic alises
USE — Maps
— Geographic boundaries
USE — Boundaries

— Geographic information systems (May Subd Geog)
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under subjects.

— Geographical distribution
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

UF — Distribution, Geographical
NT — Diseases and pests—Geographical distribution
— Eggs—Geographical distribution
— Home range
— Larvae—Geographical distribution

— Climatic factors (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Climatic factors

— Geography
H 1140; H 1149.5; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and uniform titles of sacred works.

NT — Colonies—Geography
— Historical geography

— History
USE — Historical geography

— German Americans
H 1159; H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual military services and wars.

— German authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— German influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

— Germanic antiquities
USE — Antiquities, Germanic

— Germplasm resources (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Catalogs and collections (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Catalogs and collections

— Cryopreservation (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Microbiology (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Microbiology

— Gerund
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Gift books
H 1180; H 1200
Use as a form subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

UF — Giftbooks [Former subdivision]
— Giftbooks
USE — Gift books

— Globalization
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
—_periodization
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, etc.
UF — Periodization of history
---philosophy
H 1095; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., and under topical
headings.
BT — Philosophy
--
pictorial works
H 1140
Use this subdivision combination as a form
subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
BT — Pictorial works
--
prophecies
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
BT — Prophecies
---religions aspects
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
---sources
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., and individual
personalities, places, events, etc., and under classes of
persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings
not inherently historical for works about
materials of all types, such as legal
documents, letters, diaries, family papers,
visual and moving image materials, available
as source materials for use by students,
scholars, etc., in their research on the
subject.
BT — Sources
---history and criticism
H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1115; H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under literary,
music, film, television program, and video
recording form headings.
UF — Criticism and history
NT — Apologetic works—History and criticism
---Biography—History and criticism
---Catechisms—History and criticism
---Commentaries—History and criticism
---Controversial literature—History and
criticism
---Creeds—History and criticism
---Criticism, Textual
---Harmonies—History and criticism
---Harmonies, English, [French, German,
etc.];—History and criticism
---Hymns—History and criticism
---Liturgy—Texts—History and criticism
---Music—History and criticism
---Musical settings—History and criticism
---Paraphrases—History and criticism
---Paraphrases, English, [French, German,
etc.];—History and criticism
---Prayers—History and criticism
---Prayers and devotions—History and
criticism
---Rituals—Texts—History and criticism
---Sermons—History and criticism
---Songs and music—History and
criticism
---Translations—History and criticism
---Translations into French, [German,
etc.];—History and criticism
---Foreign countries—History and
criticism
---theory, etc.
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under
individual literal literatures.
---History, Comic, satirical, etc.
USE — History—Anecdotes
---history—comics, strips, etc.
---history—humor
---history, local
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
UF — Local history
BT — History
---collections
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
BT — Collections
---history, military
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
UF — Military history
BT — History
---16th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
---17th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
---18th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
---19th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
---20th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
---21st century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
---religious aspects
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
---history, naval
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
UF — Naval history
BT — History
---16th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
---17th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
---18th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
---19th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
---20th century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
---21st century
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc.
---history, biblical events
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform
titles of sacred works.
---art
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform
titles of sacred works for works about art
depicting events in the work.
BT — Art
---
---history of contemporary events
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform
titles of sacred works.
BT — History
---history of doctrines
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under religious
topics.
BT — History
---early church, ca. 30-600
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under religious
topics.
---16th century
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under religious
topics.
---17th century
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under religious
topics.
---18th century
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under religious
topics.
---19th century
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under religious
topics.
---20th century
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under religious
topics.
---21st century
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under religious
topics.
---hockey
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual educational institutions.
BT — Sports
---home care
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of
persons and ethnic groups.
BT — Care
---home range
(May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
animals and groups of animals.
BT — Geographical distribution
---homeopathic treatment
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
diseases and types of diseases.
BT — Treatment
NT — Diseases—Homeopathic treatment
---homes
---use — homes and haunts
---homes and haunts
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual persons, families, and performing
groups, classes of persons, and ethnic groups
for works on the homes of individual persons,
families, or members of the group from an
architectural or historical point of view. Also use
for works about the favorite places of individual
persons or group members or places they
habitually frequent or with which they are
associated. For works on residential buildings
for the group from the standpoint of architecture,
construction, ethnology, etc., use the
subdivision Dwellings. For works on social or
economic aspects of the provision of housing for
the group, use the subdivision Housing.
UF — Frequented places
---haunts
---homes [former subdivision]
---places frequented
---residences
NT — Birthplace
---palaces
---hommelische use
H 1188
— Idioms, corrections, errors
USE — Errors of usage
— Idioms
USE — Usage
— Ignition
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and types of languages.
— Electronic systems
H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and types of land vehicles.
— Illustrations
H 1095; H 1110; H 1155.6; H 1155.8; H 1188; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
works (author-title or title entries), uniform titles
of sacred works, and individual literatures,
literary forms, and types of published materials
for works about pictorial representation of those
works. Also use under names of individual
persons for works about pictorial
representations of their written works.
NT — Liturgy—Texts—Illustrations
— Illustrations
H 1095; H 1110; H 1155.6; H 1155.8H 1188; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
works (author-title or title entries), uniform titles
of sacred works, and individual literatures,
literary forms, and types of published materials
for collections of pictorial representations of
those works. Also use under names of individual
persons for collections of pictorial
representations of the person's written works.
BT — Pictorial works
NT — Liturgy—Texts—Illustrations
— Picture Bibles
— Imaging
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150; H 1158; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and types of diseases, organs and
regions of the body, and individual materials and
types of materials.
UF — Diseases—Imaging
NT — Cross-sectional imaging
— Radionuclide imaging
— Spectroscopic imaging
— Imitations (Parodies)
USE — Parodies, imitations, etc.
— Imitations (Parodies)
USE — Parodies, imitations, etc.
— Immersion method of language teaching
USE — Study and teaching—Immersion
method
— Immigrant participation
USE — Participation, Immigrant
— Immigration
USE — Emigration and immigration
— Immunities and privileges
USE — Privileges and immunities
— Immunodiagnosis
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
diseases and types of diseases.
BT — Diagnosis
— Immunological aspects
NT — Radioimmunoimaging
— Immunological aspects
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
diseases and types of diseases.
NT — Immunodiagnosis
— Immunology
H 1147; H 1149; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
animals and groups of animals, and under
individual chemicals and groups of chemicals,
and individual organs and regions of the body.
NT — Transplantation—Immunological
aspects
— Trypanotolerance
— Genetic aspects
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
animals and groups of animals.
BT — Genetics
— Immunotherapy
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
diseases and types of diseases.
BT — Treatment
NT — Radioimmunotherapy
— Impact testing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
materials and types of materials.
BT — Testing
— Impeachment
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual persons.
— Impressive
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual
languages and groups of languages.
— Implements
(May Subd Geog)
H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic
groups.
UF — Tools
— Imprints
H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc. for lists of works published
in those places.
BT — Bibliography
— Imprisonment
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual persons on works on periods in which
the person was imprisoned in a correctional
institution or a prisoner of war camp. For works
on periods in which the person was held captive
in bondage or confinement, especially under
house arrest, as a hostage, or in battle, use the
subdivision Captivity, [dates].
UF — Biography—Imprisonment [ Former
subdivision]
— Imprisonment, [dates] [Former
subdivision]
— Imprisonment
— In art
H 1095; H 1105; H 1140; H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., individual corporate
bodies, and Christian denominations for works
about those places and organizations as themes
in art. Also use under uniform titles for works
about the representation of those titles as
physical objects in art.
— In art
H 1095; H 1105; H 1140; H 1187
Use as a form subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., individual corporate
bodies, and Christian denominations for works
about those places and organizations as themes
in art.
— In art
H 1095; H 1105; H 1140; H 1187
Use as a form subdivision under names of
countries, cities, etc., individual corporate
bodies, and Christian denominations for works
about those places and organizations as themes
in art.
— In bookplates
H 1105; H 1110; H 1140; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual persons, corporate bodies, countries,
cities, etc., and wars for works on representation
of those persons, organizations, places, and
wars on bookplates.
— In fiction, drama, poetry, etc.
USE — In literature
— In literature
H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1140; H 1187; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual persons, corporate bodies, countries,
cities, etc., and wars for works on representation
of those persons, organizations, places, and
wars in literature.
UF — In fiction, drama, poetry, etc. [Former
subdivision]
— In mass media
H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual persons, families, corporate bodies,
and countries, cities, etc., and under names of
deities, mythological or legendary figures, and
fictitious characters, for works on those persons,
organizations, and places in literature.
UF — In fiction, drama, poetry, etc. [ Former
subdivision]
— In abbreviated form, all subdivisions used under subjects do not subdivide geographically under names of individual corporate bodies, and under disciplines, types of industries, services, and organizations.

— In the press
H 1184
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

countries and groups of countries, individual

persons, and places in mass media.

— In the press
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

occupational groups and types of employees.

BT — Training of

— In the press
USE — Press coverage

— In-vitro propagation
USE — Micropropagation

— Inauguration, [date]
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of

individual persons.

— Inclusions (May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

materials and types of materials.

— Incubation of eggs
USE — Eggs—Incubation

— Indeclinable words
H 154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Index maps
USE — Maps

— Indexes
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect object
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect object
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect object
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indicative
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indicative
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.

— Indirect discourse
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual

languages and groups of languages.
— Interviews (Continued) 
interviews with persons associated with that corporate body.

— Intonation 
H 1154; H 1161
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages and individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Intraoperative radiotherapy (May Subd Geog) 
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases. 
BT — Radiotherapy

— Introductions 
H 1188
Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
NT — Sacred books—Introductions

— Inventories 
H 1095; H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries, institutions, and topical headings for works as raw materials, supplies, works in process, finished goods, etc., on hand at a particular time. 

— Inventory control (May Subd Geog) 
H 1095; H 1105; H 1153; H 1159
Further subdivide geographically only under types of industries, organizations, and facilities. 
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies, military services, and types of industries, organizations, and facilities. 
UF — Control, Inventory

— Investigation of accidents 
USE — Accidents—Investigation

— Investments, Capital 
USE — Capital investments

— Iranian influences 
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures. 
BT — Foreign influences

— Irish Americans 
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Irish authors 
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Irish influences 
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures. 
BT — Foreign influences

— Irrigation (May Subd Geog) 
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants. 

— Islamic influences 
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Islamic interpretations 
H 1186
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works. 
BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.

— Isotopes (May Subd Geog) 
H 1149
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under chemicals. 
Use as a topical subdivision under individual elements and groups of elements for works discussing collectively the isotopic forms of those elements as well as for works on individual numbered isotopes of those elements. 
UF — Radioisotopes

— Half-life (May Subd Geog) 
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual elements and groups of elements. 
UF — Half-life of isotopes

— Italian Americans 
H 1159; H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under military services and individual wars. 

— Italian authors 
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures. 

— Italian influences 
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures. 
BT — Foreign influences

— Jairna authors 
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Japanese Americans 
H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under military services and individual wars.

— Japanese authors 
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures. 

— Japanese influences 
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures. 
BT — Foreign influences

— Jewish authors 
H 1156
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons. 
Use as a topical subdivision under military services and individual wars. 

— Jewish Christian authors 
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures. 

— Jewish influences 
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures. 

— Jewish participation 
USE — Participation, Jewish

— Jews (May Subd Geog) 
H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars for works on aspects of a war in relation to Jews, especially the war’s effect on them. For works on the participation of Jews in the military actions of a war, use the subdivision Participation, Jewish.

— Job descriptions (May Subd Geog) 
H 1095; H 1100; H 1105; H 1159
Further subdivide geographically only under occupational groups. 
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under military services and occupational groups for works about summaries of the essential activities involved in the performance of jobs. 
UF — Descriptions of jobs
— Occupational descriptions 
— Position descriptions 
NT — Aviation—Job descriptions

— Job descriptions (May Subd Geog) 
H 1095; H 1100; H 1105; H 1159
Further subdivide geographically only under occupational groups. 
Use as a form subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under military services and occupational groups for summaries of the essential activities involved in the performance of jobs. 
UF — Descriptions of jobs
— Occupational descriptions 
— Position descriptions 
NT — Aviation—Job descriptions

— Job satisfaction (May Subd Geog) 
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees. 
UF — Satisfaction, Job

— Job stress (May Subd Geog) 
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups. 
UF — Stress, Job

— Job vacancies (May Subd Geog) 
H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries. 
UF — Vacancies, Job

— Jokes 
USE — Humor

— Journalism, Military (May Subd Geog) 
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars. 
UF — Military journalism

— Journalists 
H 1159; H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons. 
Use as a topical subdivision under military services and individual wars. 

— Journals (Diaries) 
USE — Diaries

— Journals (Diaries) 
USE — Diaries

— Journals (Periodicals) 
USE — Periodicals

— Journeys 
USE — Travel

— Judging (May Subd Geog) 
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual and groups of animals and plants.

— Jumping (May Subd Geog) 
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals. 
UF — Leaping 
BT — Behavior 
— Locomotion

— Jungle warfare 
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual and groups of animals.

— Juvenile 
H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.

— Juvenile dictionaries 
USE — Dictionaries, Juvenile

— Juvenile drama 
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, names of deities and mythological or legendary figures, and groups of deities and legendary characters, and topical headings. 
UF — Children’s plays 
BT — Drama 
— Juvenile literature

— Juvenile encyclopedias 
USE — Encyclopedias, Juvenile

— Juvenile fiction 
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, names of deities and mythological or legendary figures, and groups of deities and legendary characters, and topical headings. 
UF — Children’s stories
—— Lacrosse (Continued)
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.
bT — Sports
— Land surveys
USE — Surveys
— Land tenure (May Subd Geog)
H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.
bU — Tenure of land
— Landscape architecture (May Subd Geog)
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of buildings, institutions, and facilities.
bT — Architectural style
— Law
DEF — Definitions
H 1095; H 1100; H 1105; H 1110; H 1151; H 1154.5; H 1155.8; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and corporate bodies, individual works entered under title, and under classes of persons and disciplines, individual wars, and types of newspapers.
bU — Language (New words, slang, etc.)
— NT — Court and courtiers—Language
—— Glossaries, etc.
USE — Glossaries, vocabularies, etc.
bT — Glossaries, style
— Language
USE — Language
— Language, style
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.
bT — Sacred books—Language, style
— Languages
H 1103; H 1140
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under languages.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and ethnic groups for works discussing collectively the languages spoken in those places or by those groups.
bT — Languages
— Law and legislation
H 1140
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
bT — Law and legislation
— Political aspects
H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.
bT — Political aspects
— Texts
H 1103; H 1140
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and ethnic groups for collections of texts in languages spoken in those places or by those groups.
bT — Texts
— Larvae (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
bT — Larvae
— Behavior (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
bT — Behavior
— Color (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
bT — Color
——DEFENSES (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
bT —DEFENSES
— Dispersal (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

--- Ecosystem (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Effect of temperature on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
bU — Effect of temperature on
— Effect of ultraviolet radiation on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
bT — Effect of ultraviolet radiation on
— Effect of water pollution on (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

--- Endocrinology
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
bT — Endocrinology
--- Food (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
bT — Food
— Geographical distribution
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
bT — Geographical distribution
--- Microbiology (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
bT — Microbiology
--- Physiology (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
bT — Physiology
— Laser surgery (May Subd Geog)
H 1150; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases and organs and regions of the body.
bU — Diseases—Laser surgery
bT — Surgery
--- Instruments
H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
bT — Instruments
— Last illness
USE — Death and burial
— Last years
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.
bU — Biography—Last years [Former subdivision]
— Biography—Last years and death
[Former subdivision]
--- Biology—Old age
--- Old age
--- Lateral stability
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
bT — Lateral stability
— Latin American influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual persons.
bT — Latin American influences
--- Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1149; H 1150; H 1151.5; H 1153; H 1158; H 1180; H 1195; H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under political topics.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual chemicals and groups of chemicals, individual diseases and types of diseases, types of educational institutions, types of industries, individual materials and types of materials, individual plants and groups of plants, individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles, and individual wars.
bT — Law and legislation
--- Law and legislation
--- Lead content (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
bT — Lead content
--- Lead sheets
H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
bT — Lead sheets
--- Leadership
H 1155
Use as a topical subdivision under names of
individual legislative bodies.

NT — Deputy speakers
— Majority leaders
— Minority leaders
— Minority whips
— Presiding officers
— Speakers

— Leadership, Military
USE — Military leadership

— Leaping
USE — Jumping

— Learning
USE — Knowledge and learning

— Leave regulations of officials and employees
USE — Officials and employees—Leave regulations

— Leaves and furloughs
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

UF — Furloughs and leaves

— Left hand studies
USE — Studies and exercises (Left hand)

— Legal research
H 1154.5
Use as a topical subdivision under individual legal topics for works on the use of legal research tools, such as court reports, codes, digests, citators, etc., in determining the status of statutory, regulatory, or case law on the topic.

— Legal status, laws, etc. (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.

— Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

BT — Law and legislation
NT — Civil rights
— Employees—Legal status, laws, etc.

— Legendary tales
USE — Legends

— Legendary tales
USE — Legends

— Legends
H 1095; H 1100; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, legendary characters, and uniform titles of sacred works, and under religious topics for works about literary versions of legendary tales about those persons, characters, or topics.

UF — Legendary tales
— Romances, legends, etc. [Former subdivision]
— Tales, Legendary

NT — Romances

— Legends
H 1095; H 1100; H 1188
Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons, legendary characters, and uniform titles of sacred works, and under religious topics for collected or individual literary versions of legendary tales about those persons, characters, or topics.

UF — Legendary tales
— Romances, legends, etc. [Former subdivision]
— Tales, Legendary

NT — Romances

— Legends and stories
USE — Biography

— Fiction

— Legislative committees
USE — Committees

— Legislative history
H 1154.5
Use as a topical subdivision under individual legal topics and names of individual legislative enactments.

— Letters
USE — Correspondence

— Letters
USE — Correspondence

— Lexicography
H 1154; H 1185
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages and individual religions.

— Lexicology
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages other than English and groups of languages.

NT — Dialects—Lexicology

— History
USE — Lexicology, Historical

— Lexicology, Historical
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages other than English and groups of languages.

UF — Historical lexicology

— Libraries
H 1105; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies having library systems of more than one library for which no corporate heading exists or can be established. Also use under individual wars.

— Library
H 1105; H 1110; H 1120
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies.

— Marginal notes
H 1110
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for marginal notes in works belonging to the person, whether written by the person or by others.

UF — Marginal notes

— Microform catalogs
H 1110
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under names of individual persons.

BT — Microform catalogs

— Library resources
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for works describing the resources and special collections available on those subjects.

BT — Information resources

— Librettos
H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions for works about librettos.

— Licensees (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1100; H 1153; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees, under types of industries, facilities, and institutions, and under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

NT — Collection and preservation—Licenses

— Fees (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1100; H 1153; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees, under types of industries, facilities, and institutions, and under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

UF — Fees for licensees

— Life cycles (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

UF — Cycles, Life

— Infantcy
— Parasites—Life cycles

— Life skills assessment (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

UF — Assessment of life skills

— Life skills guides
H 1100; H 1103
Use as a form subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

BT — Handbooks, manuals, etc.

— Lighting (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under types of vehicles, structures, buildings, rooms.
— Methods (Heavy metal)  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Group instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Self-instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Honky-tonk)  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Group instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Self-instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Jazz)  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Group instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Self-instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Jazz-rock)  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Group instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Self-instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Latin jazz)  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Group instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Self-instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods of analysis  
  USE — Analysis

— Methods (Popular music)  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Group instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Self-instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Progressive rock)  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Group instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Self-instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methods (Western swing)  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Group instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Self-instruction  
  H 1161  
  Use as a form subdivision under individual musical instruments and families of instruments.

— Methylation  
  H 1149  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Metonymy  
  H 1154  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Metrics and rhythmics  
  H 1154  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual ancient languages. Under individual modern languages and groups of modern languages use the subdivisions Rhythm; Versification.

— Mexican influences  
  H 1156  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

— Microbiology (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1147; H 1150; H 1158; H 1164; H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual diseases and types of diseases, individual materials and types of materials, individual organs and regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Microform catalogs  
  H 1095; H 1103  
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual institutions and collections for catalogs that list works stored in those institutions or collections in microform editions.

— Micropropagation (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Microscopy (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1158; H 1164; H 1180  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Microstructure  
  H 1158  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Middle school education  
  USE — Education (Middle school)

— Migration (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1147  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Climatic factors (May Subd Geog)  
  H 1147  
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

— Endocrine aspects  
  H 1147  
  Use as a topical subdivision under...
—— Operation off-road
USE — Off-road operation

—— Operational readiness
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

UF — Readiness, Operational

—— Operations other than war
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

NT — Stability operations

—— Opinion
Public
USE — Public opinion

—— Opponents
USE — Adversaries

—— Optical instrument repairers
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

—— Optical methods of design and construction
USE — Design and construction—Optical methods

—— Optical properties
H 1149; H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and individual materials and types of materials.

BT — Properties

NT — Surfaces—Optical properties

—— Oratory
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.

UF — Public speaking

—— Orbit
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual artificial satellites.

—— Orchestra studies
USE — Orchestral excerpts

—— Orchestral excerpts
H 1161
Use as a form subdivision under musical instruments and families of instruments.

UF — Orchestra studies [Former subdivision]

BT — Excerpts

—— Orchestras
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.

UF — Orchestras and bands [Former subdivision]

—— Orchestras and bands
USE — Bands — Orchestras

—— Order-books
H 1159
Use as a form subdivision under military services.

—— Order of words
USE — Word order

—— Ordnance and ordnance stores
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

BT — Supplies and stores

—— Effect of environment on
(May Subd Geog)
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

UF — Overdose

—— Ordnance and ordnance stores
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

NT — Foreign ownership

—— Ownership
(May Subd Geog)
H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries.

—— Oxidation
(May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

NT — Anodic oxidation

—— Oxygen content
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under types of products and merchandise for works on the techniques of wrapping, sealing, and labeling those items for marketing.

NT — Seeds—Packaging

—— Packing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1196
Use as a topical subdivision under types of products and commodities for works on the techniques of preparing those items for storage or shipment.

—— Padding of instrument panels
USE — Instrument panels—Padding

—— Pageants
USE — Anniversaries, etc.

—— Painting
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials and individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

—— Painting of vessels
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

—— Palaces
(May Subd Geog)
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons.

BT — Homes and haunts

—— Palatalization
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

—— Palliative treatment
(May Subd Geog)
H 1152
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

BT — Treatment

—— Palynology
(May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Classification

—— Pamphlets
H 1095; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under 16th, 17th and 18th century period subdivisions of European and American history and under individual wars for short, separately published, usually polemical essays or treatises regarding controversial issues of contemporary interest, especially political or religious matters.

—— Panels, Instrument
USE — Instrument panels

—— Papal documents
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of documents for works discussing the organs collectively.

UF — Documents, Papal

—— Parables
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

—— Parachute troops
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

—— Paragraphs
H 1154; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages and uniform titles of sacred works.

NT — Manuscripts—Paragraphs

—— Parallel versions, English, [French, etc.]
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

—— Parallelism
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

—— Parallels, Extra-canonical
USE — Extra-canonical parallels

—— Parasites
(May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.

USE — Diseases

—— Paramilitaries
USE — Kings and rulers—Paramilitaries

—— Paralysis
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual persons, uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for brief statements of the principal elements of a subject to be studied, usually arranged by headings and subheadings.

UF — Compendia [Former subdivision]

—— Parallel versions, English, [French, etc.]
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

—— Parachute troops
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

—— Paragraphs
H 1154; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages and uniform titles of sacred works.

NT — Manuscripts—Paragraphs

—— Parallel versions, English, [French, etc.]
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

—— Parallelism
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

—— Parallels, Extra-canonical
USE — Extra-canonical parallels

—— Parasites
(May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.

USE — Diseases

—— Paramilitaries
USE — Kings and rulers—Paramilitaries

—— Paralysis
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual persons, uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for brief statements of the principal elements of a subject to be studied, usually arranged by headings and subheadings.

UF — Compendia [Former subdivision]

—— Parallel versions, English, [French, etc.]
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

—— Parallelism
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

—— Parallels, Extra-canonical
USE — Extra-canonical parallels

—— Parasites
(May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.

USE — Diseases

—— Paramilitaries
USE — Kings and rulers—Paramilitaries

—— Paralysis
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual persons, uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for brief statements of the principal elements of a subject to be studied, usually arranged by headings and subheadings.

UF — Compendia [Former subdivision]

—— Parallel versions, English, [French, etc.]
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

—— Parallelism
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

—— Parallels, Extra-canonical
USE — Extra-canonical parallels

—— Parasites
(May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.

USE — Diseases

—— Paramilitaries
USE — Kings and rulers—Paramilitaries

—— Paralysis
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual persons, uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for brief statements of the principal elements of a subject to be studied, usually arranged by headings and subheadings.

UF — Compendia [Former subdivision]

—— Parallel versions, English, [French, etc.]
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

—— Parallelism
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

—— Parallels, Extra-canonical
USE — Extra-canonical parallels

—— Parasites
(May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.

USE — Diseases

—— Paramilitaries
USE — Kings and rulers—Paramilitaries

—— Paralysis
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual persons, uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for brief statements of the principal elements of a subject to be studied, usually arranged by headings and subheadings.

UF — Compendia [Former subdivision]

—— Parallel versions, English, [French, etc.]
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

—— Parallelism
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

—— Parallels, Extra-canonical
USE — Extra-canonical parallels

—— Parasites
(May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.

USE — Diseases

—— Paramilitaries
USE — Kings and rulers—Paramilitaries

—— Paralysis
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual persons, uniform titles of sacred works, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and topical headings for brief statements of the principal elements of a subject to be studied, usually arranged by headings and subheadings.

UF — Compendia [Former subdivision]

—— Parallel versions, English, [French, etc.]
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

—— Parallelism
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

—— Parallels, Extra-canonical
USE — Extra-canonical parallels

—— Parasites
(May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.

USE — Diseases

—— Paramilitaries
USE — Kings and rulers—Paramilitaries
— Piston rings of motors

— Motors—Pistons and piston rings

USE — Motors—Pistons and piston rings

— Place of birth

USE — Birthplace

— Places frequented

USE — Homes and haunts

— Planning

H 1095; H 1105; H 1151.5; H 1153

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under types of activities, facilities, industries, services, undertakings, etc., for works that describe or discuss the planning process.

— Plans, Architectural

USE — Designs and plans

— Planting

(May Subd Geog)

H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Planting (May Subd Geog)

H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Plastic properties

H 1158

Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Platforms

H 1105

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual political parties for works about platforms of those parties.

— Plays

USE — Drama

— Plots

USE — Stories, plots, etc.

— Pneumatic equipment

H 1195

Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

BT — Equipment and supplies

— Air suspension

— Poems

USE — Poetry

— Poetic works

H 1156

Do not use under authors who write principally poetry.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual literary authors for works of criticism about poetic works by the author.

BT — Criticism and interpretation

— Poetry

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1140

Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies, under classes of persons, ethnic groups, names of deities and mythological or legendary figures, and under individual and groups of fictitious and legendary characters, and topical headings for collections of poetry and individual poems on those subjects.

UF — Poems

NT — Juvenile poetry

— Poisoning

USE — Toxicology

— Policy, Government

USE — Government policy

— Polish authors

H1156

Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Polish influences

H 1150

Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

— Political activity

(May Subd Geog)

H 1095, H 1100; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1153; H 1155.2; H 1159; H 1187

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies; and under classes of persons, types of industries and corporate bodies, military services, and Christian denominations for works on the political participation of those persons or organizations.

UF — Participation, Political

— Political participation

— Politics and suffrage [Former subdivision]

— Political and social views

H 1110; USE — Birthplace

Do not use for works written by a person on political or social topics.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and groups of literary authors for works on the person's political and/or social views in general.

UF — Social views

— Political aspects

(May Subd Geog)

H 1095; H 1159.2

Use as a topical subdivision under individual religious sects and denominations and under topical headings for works on the political dimensions or implications of nonpolitical topics.

NT — Ethnic relations—Political aspects

— Languages—Political aspects

— Race relations—Political aspects

— Political boundaries

USE — Boundaries

— Political divisions

USE — Administrative and political divisions

— Political history

USE — History

— Political-military affairs officers

H 1159

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Political participation

USE — Political activity

— Politics

USE — Politics and government

— Politics and government

H 1103; H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc. Also use under ethnic groups for the internal or self-government of the group and/or the political activity of the group or its individual members.

UF — Government and politics

— Political history

— Politics [Former subdivision]

— Politics and suffrage [Former subdivision]

NT — Territories and possessions—Politics and government

— 16th century

H 1103; H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and ethnic groups.

— 17th century

H 1103; H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and ethnic groups.

— 18th century

H 1103; H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and ethnic groups.

— 19th century

H 1103; H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and ethnic groups.

— 20th century

H 1103; H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and ethnic groups.

— 21st century

H 1103; H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and ethnic groups.

— [period subdivision]

— Philosophy

H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

BT — Philosophy

— Politics

USE — Political activity

— Politics and government

— Suffrage

— Pollen

(May Subd Geog)

H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Morphology

H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Morphology

— Pollen management

(May Subd Geog)

H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Pollution

(May Subd Geog)

H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Reroduction

— Pollution control devices

H 1195

Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

— Law and legislation

(May Subd Geog)

H 1195

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

BT — Law and legislation

— Polysemia

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Popular nomenclature

USE — Nomenclature (Popular)

— Popular works

H 1095; H 1154.5

Use as a form subdivision under scientific, technical, and legal topics for works written for the layperson.

— Population

H 1103; H 1140; H 1149.5

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and ethnic groups.

UF — Demographics

— Democracy

NT — Colonies—Population

— Economic aspects

H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

BT — Economic aspects

— Environmental aspects

H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

BT — Environmental aspects

— Population policy

H 1140

Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

BT — Government policy

— Population regeneration

(May Subd Geog)

H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

UF — Regeneration, Population

— Population viability analysis

(May Subd Geog)

H 1147; H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Portraits

H 1100; H 1103; H 1110; H 1120; H 1186; H 1200

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons who lived after 1400, individual families, classes of persons, and ethnic groups for works about portraits of those persons. Also use under names of individual religious and monastic orders and wars for works about art depicting persons who lived before 1400, use the subdivision Art.

UF — Portraits, caricatures, etc. [Former subdivision]

— Portraits, etc. [Former subdivision]
individual plants and groups of plants.

--- Integrated control (May Subd Geog)

H 1180

Use as a form subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Integrated control

--- Postharvest losses (May Subd Geog)

H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Losses

--- Prevention

H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Prevention

--- Postharvest physiology (May Subd Geog)

H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Physiology

--- Postharvest technology (May Subd Geog)

H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

NT — Seeds—Postharvest technology

--- Diseases and injuries

USE — Postharvest diseases and injuries

--- Postpositions

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

--- Power supply (May Subd Geog)

H 1095; H 1153

Use as a topical subdivision under types of buildings, installations, equipment, industries, etc.

--- Power trains (May Subd Geog)

H 1195

Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

--- Power utilization

H 1145.5

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual bodies of water.

--- Powers and duties

H 1155

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.

USE — Duties and powers

--- Practice (May Subd Geog)

H 1095

Use as a topical subdivision under types of professions.

USE — Practice and rules

--- Practice and rules

USE — Rules and practice

--- Practicing

USE — Instruction and study

--- Prayer-books and devotions

USE — Prayers and devotions

--- Prayers

H 1151.5, H 1188

Use as a topical subdivision under types of educational institutions for works about prayers for use in those institutions and under uniform titles of sacred works for works about prayers from those works.

--- History and criticism

H 1188

Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

BT — History and criticism

--- Prayers

H 1151.5, H 1188

Use as a form subdivision under types of educational institutions for collections of prayers for use in those institutions and under uniform titles of sacred works for collections of prayers from those works.

--- Prayers and devotions

H 1095; H 1100; H 1110; H 1118; H 1186; H 1187

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual religious and monastic orders and under individual religions, individual Christian denominations, classes of persons, and ethnic groups for works about prayers intended for their use; under names of individual saints, deities, etc.; and under topical headings.

USE — Devotions

--- Prayers and devotions

H 1095; H 1100; H 1110; H 1118; H 1186; H 1187

Use as a form subdivision under names of individual religious and monastic orders and under individual religions, individual Christian denominations, classes of persons, and ethnic groups for whose use the prayers are intended; under names of individual saints, deities, etc., to whom the devotions are directed; and under topical headings for prayers and devotions on those topics.

USE — Devotions

--- Pre-existence

H 1110

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons for works about the person's existence in a previous state or life.

--- Precancer

USE — Precancerous conditions

--- Precancerous conditions (May Subd Geog)

H 1164

Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

USE — Precancer

BT — Cancer

--- Precooling (May Subd Geog)

H 1190

Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

--- Predators of (May Subd Geog)

1147

Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

--- Control (May Subd Geog)

H 1147

Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Control

--- Ecology (May Subd Geog)

H 1147

Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Ecology

--- Predators of seeds

USE — Seeds—Predators of seeds

--- Prefaces

H 1158

Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

--- Prepositions

USE — Suffixes and prefixes

--- Pregnancy (May Subd Geog)

H 1147

Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

BT — Reproduction

--- Preharvest sprouting (May Subd Geog)

H 1180

Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

USE — Sprouting, Preharvest

--- Prepositional phrases

H 1154

Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Provençal influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

— Provinces
H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under headings of the type (topic)—(country) for works discussing collectively the provinces of a country in relation to the topic.

BT — Administrative and political divisions

— Provincialism
(May Subd GeoG)
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Provisioning
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under navies. Under other military services, use the subdivision Commissariat.

— Pruning
(May Subd GeoG)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

— Pseudonyms
USE — Anonyms and pseudonyms

— Psychiatric care
USE — Mental health services

— Psychic aspects
(May Subd GeoG)
H 1147; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

— Psychological aspects
H 1105; H 1147; H 1150; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under topics other than religious topics for works on the influence of conditions, activities, objects, etc., on the mental condition or personality of individuals.

— Psychological testing
(May Subd GeoG)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and individual animals and groups of animals.

UF — Psychology—Testing [ Former subdivision]

— Psychology
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1110; H 1147; H 1185; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works. Use under names of individual persons and deities, uniform titles of sacred works, religions, and religious topics for the psychological aspects of those works or topics. Use under names of individual persons for discussions or interpretations of the person’s psychological traits, personality, character, etc. Also use under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and individual and groups of animals for the mental processes or characteristics of those persons or animals.

UF — Biography—[ Former subdivision]

— Biography—Character [ Former subdivision]

— Biography—Psychology [ Former subdivision]

— Personality [ Former subdivision]

— Testing
USE — Psychological testing

— Psychophysiology
H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

— Psychosomatic aspects
(May Subd GeoG)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

— Psychotrophic effects
(May Subd GeoG)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

— Public opinion
H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1200
Use under names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual wars, and topical headings for works on public opinion about those persons or topics. For works on attitudes or opinions held by members of a group, use the subdivision Attitudes under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

UF — Opinion, Public

— Public records
H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual government agencies.

BT — Records and correspondence

— Public relations
(May Subd GeoG)
H 1095; H 1105; H 1159
Use under names of individual corporate bodies, military services, and topical headings.

— Public services
H 1151; H 1151.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions and types of educational institutions.

— Public speaking
USE — Oratory

— Public welfare
(May Subd GeoG)
H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under individual groups.

— Publication and distribution
(May Subd GeoG)
H 1185
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works. Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Publication of proceedings
H 1155
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.

— Publishing
(May Subd GeoG)
H 1095; H 1105; H 1156; H 1187
Use as a topical subdivision under individual corporate bodies, individual Christian denominations, and types of corporate bodies, and under types of published matter, titles, and headings for literature on particular topics.

NT — Electronic publishing

— Publication and distribution

— Pumping
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

— Punctuation
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

— Purchasing
(May Subd GeoG)
H 1095; H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under types of products and services and individual animals and groups of animals.

UF — Buying [ Former subdivision]

— Purges
H 1105
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual political parties.

— Purification
(May Subd GeoG)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemical and groups of chemicals.

— Puritan authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Pushzo authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Quaker authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

— Qualifications
H 1155
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual legislative bodies.

— Quality
(May Subd GeoG)
H 1147, H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals and individual plants and groups of plants.

NT — Seedlings—Quality

— Seeds—Quality

— Quality control
H 1095; H 1153; H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries, industrial plants, and processes, and under individual materials and types of materials.
Quality control (Continued)
- Equipment—Quality control
  - Ordinance and ordnance stores—Quality control
  - Supplies and stores—Quality control

Quantifiers
H 1514
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

Quantity
H 1514
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

Quarantine (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

Quarters and barracks
USE — Barracks and quarters

Queens
H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

Quenching (May Subd Geog)
H 1149; H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and individual materials and types of materials.

Questions and answers
USE — Miscellaneous

Questions, examinations, etc.
USE — Examinations, questions, etc.

Quotations
H 1100; H 1103; H 1110; H 1120; H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons and families, classes of persons, and ethnic groups for works about quotations of or about those persons or groups. Also use under uniform titles of sacred works for works about quotations from or about those works.

UF — Sayings
  - Table-talk

Quotations
H 1100; H 1103; H 1110; H 1120; H 1188
Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons and families, classes of persons, and ethnic groups for collections of quotations of or about those persons or groups. Also use under uniform titles of sacred works for collections of quotations from or about those works.

UF — Sayings
  - Table-talk

NT — Sacred books—Quotations

Quotations, Early
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works for works about quotations found in early literature.

UF — Early quotations

Quotations, Es, Early
H 1188
Use as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works for works about quotations found in early literature.

UF — Early quotations

Quotations in rabbincal literature
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under Bible. Old Testament or individual parts or books of the Old Testament for works about quotations.

Quotations in the New Testament
H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under Bible. Old Testament or individual books of the Old Testament for works about quotations.

Quotations, maxims, etc.
H 1095; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and topical headings for works about quotations, maxims, etc., on those places or topics.

UF — Maxims

Qur'anic teaching
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under Islamic topics for works on the theological and/or ethical teachings of the Qur'an or that topic, for example, Islamic education—Qur'anic teaching; War—Religious aspects—Islam—Qur'anic teaching.

Radio equipment
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

UF — Equipment and supplies

Radio installations
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

Radio tracking (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

Radioactive contamination (May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1158; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants, individual animals and groups of animals, and individual materials and groups of materials that are not inherently radioactive.

UF — Contamination, Radioactive

Radiography (May Subd Geog)
H 1158; H 1164; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials, individual organs and regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.

NT — Tomography

Law and legislation
H 1164
Further subdivided by subdivisions used under legal topics.

UF — as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

BT — Law and legislation

Positioning (May Subd Geog)
H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.

UF — Positioning for radiography

Radiological imaging (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

BT — Immunodiagnosis

Radiological imaging
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials, individual organs and regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.

Radiological imaging
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.

Radiotopes
USE — Isotopes

Radiotherapy
USE — Interventional radiotherapy

Radioman
H 1149
Further subdivided by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

UF — as a topical subdivision under military services.

Radiological imaging (May Subd Geog)
H 1150; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

BT — Immunotherapy

Radiotherapy

Radiodiagnosis (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

BT — Immunodiagnosis

Radiotherapy

Complications (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Further subdivided by subdivisions used under diseases.

UF — Radiotherapy—Complications and sequelae [Former subdivision]

BT — Complications
— Sacred books
  H 1185
  Use as a form subdivision under individual religions for collections of the sacred books of those religions.
— Safety appliances (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of machinery, vehicles, industrial plants, occupations, etc.
  BT — Equipment and supplies
  — Safety measures
  NT — Occupant restraint systems
  — Rollover protective structures
— Safety measures
  H 1095; H 1151.5; H 1153; H 1199
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual military services and under topical headings.
  NT — Housing—Safety measures
  — Safety appliances
— Safety regulations (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1151.5; H 1153; H 1199
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
  Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings.
  BT — Law and legislation
— Sailors’ handbooks
  H 1199
  Use as a form subdivision under military services.
  USE — Seamen’s handbooks [Former subdivision]
  BT — Handbooks, manuals, etc.
  — Salaries, allowances, etc.
    USE — Salaries, etc.
— Salaries, etc. (May Subd Geog)
  H 1100; H 1155
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual local legislative bodies and under classes of professional or public employees.
  USE — Salaries, commissions, etc.
  — Salaries, pensions, etc. (Former subdivision)
  NT — Officials and employees—Salaries, etc.
— Cost-of-living adjustments (May Subd Geog)
  H 1100
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons.
  USE — Cost-of-living adjustments to salaries.
— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1100
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons.
  — Salaries, pensions, etc.
    USE — Employees—Pensions
    — Officials and employees—Pensions
    — Pensions
    — Salaries, etc.
— Sampling (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1156; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals, individual materials and types of materials, and individual plants and groups of plants.
  BT — Inspection
— Sanitary affairs
  H 1151; H 1151.5; H 1155
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions, types of educational institutions, and military services.
— Sanitation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1105; H 1153
  Do not further subdivide geographically under corporate bodies.
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies, types of industries, and topical headings.
  NT — Housing—Sanitation
— Sanskrit influences
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
  BT — Foreign influences
— Satire
  USE — Humor
— Satisfaction, Job
  USE — Job satisfaction
— Sayings
  USE — Quotations
— Scandinavian influences
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
  BT — Foreign influences
— Scenarios
  H 1160
  Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— Scheduled tribes
  H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of states, regions, cities, etc., of India.
  USE — Tribes, Scheduled
— Scholarship
  USE — Knowledge and learning
— Scholarships and funds
  USE — Funds and scholarships
— Scholarships, fellowships, etc. (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1100; H 1103
  Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons, ethnic groups, and fields of study.
  USE — Fellowships
— Scholla
  H 1110
  Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons for marginal annotations, explanatory comments or remarks, especially on the text of a classical work by an early grammarian.
  USE — Marginalia
— School yearbooks
  USE — Students—Yearbooks
— Schooling (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
— Science (May Subd Geog)
  H 1103; H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups and individual wars.
— Scientific apparatus collections
  H 1105; H 1110; H 1120
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies for works about their collections of scientific apparatus.
— Scientific applications (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of technical devices or processes used to further scientific advancement.
— Scientific atlases
  USE — Atlases
— Scientific names
  USE — Nomenclature
— Scores
  H 1160
  Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— Scores and parts
  H 1160
  Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— Scores and parts (solo)
  H 1160
  Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.
— Scottish authors
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.
— Scottish influences
  H 1156
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
  BT — Foreign influences
— Scouts and scouting
  H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
— Scrapping (May Subd Geog)
  H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
— Screenplays
  USE — Motion picture plays
— Sea life
  H 1159
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services.
— Seal
  H 1105; H 1110; H 1140
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, corporate bodies, and countries, etc.
— Seamen’s handbooks
  USE — Sailors’ handbooks
— Search and rescue operations (May Subd Geog)
  H 1159; H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under military services and individual wars.
  USE — Rescue operations
— Seasonal distribution (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.
  USE — Distribution, Seasonal
— Seasonal variations (May Subd Geog)
  H 1147; H 1150; H 1153; H 1180
  Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries, individual diseases and types of diseases, individual animals and groups of animals, and individual plants and groups of plants.
— Seat belts
  H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
  USE — Belts, Seat
— Seat belts
  USE — Occupant restraint systems
— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
  H 1195
  Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.
  USE as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
  BT — Law and legislation
— Seats
  H 1195
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.
  USE — Seats
— Seats
  USE — Belts, Seat
— Secondary education
  USE — Education (Secondary)
— Secret service (May Subd Geog)
  H 1200
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.
— Secrecy
  H 1149
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
— Regulation
  H 1149
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals.
  USE — Regulation of secretion
— Secrecy
  H 1164
  Use as a topical subdivision under individual organs and regions of the body.
— Secular employment of clergy
  USE — Clergy—Secular employment
— Security measures (May Subd Geog)
  H 1095; H 1105; H 1151.5; H 1153; H 1159
  Do not subdivide geographically under names of individual corporate bodies and military services.
  Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual corporate bodies and under individual computers, networks, and systems, and under types of buildings, installations, industries, and institutions.
  NT — Computer networks—Security measures
— Seed
  USE — Seeds
— Seed production (Biology)
  USE — Seeds—Production (Biology)
— Seed productivity
  USE — Seeds—Production (Biology)
— Seed yield
  USE — Seeds—Production (Biology)
— Seedlings
  USE — Plants—Seedlings
of sacred works, individual works, and topical headings for works that critically evaluate the style and/or contents of individual or collections of sermons on those subjects.

BT — History and criticism

—— Outlines, syllabi, etc.
H 1188
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

BT — Outlines, syllabi, etc.

—— Sermons
H 1095; H 1110; H 1115; 1; H 1185; H 1187; H 1188; H 1200
Use as a form subdivision under names of individual persons and persons under sects of individual religions, Christian denominations, types of educational institutions, uniform titles of sacred works, individual works, and topical headings for individual or collections of sermons on those subjects.

UF — Addresses, sermons, etc. [Former subdivision]

NT — Biography—Sermons
Children’s sermons

—— Serodiagnosis (May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

—— Servants
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

—— Service clubs
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

—— Service craft
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

—— Service life (May Subd Geog)
H 1158; H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials and under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

—— Services for (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1147; H 1151.5
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual animals and groups of animals, and types of educational institutions.

NT — Medical care
Mental health services

—— Contracting out (May Subd Geog)
H 1151.5
Use as a topical subdivision under types of educational institutions.

UF — Contracting out of services for

—— Law and legislation (May Subd Geog)
H 1160
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons.

—— Setting
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual literary authors.

—— Settings, Instrumental
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual literary authors.

—— Settings, Musical
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual literary authors.

—— Sex differences (May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1145; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages, individual organs and regions of the body, and topical headings.

UF — Differences, Sex
Gender differences

—— Sex factors (May Subd Geog)
H 1155
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

—— Sex ratio (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

—— Seating (May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

—— Sexual behavior (May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1110; H 1147
Do not subdivide geographically under names of individual persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

—— Shamanistic influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

—— Shelving (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

—— Machinery (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

—— Shock absorbers
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

—— Shore patrol
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under individual persons for works discussing structures or places consecrated or devoted to the person and serving as places of religious veneration or pilgrimage.

—— Side effects (May Subd Geog)
H 1149
Use as a topical subdivision under individual drugs and groups of drugs.

—— Signatures (Writing)
USE — Autographs

—— Signatures (Writing)
USE — Autographs

—— Signers
H 1095
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

UF — as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of historic documents.

—— Slages (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

—— Silica content (May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

—— Simplified editions
H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under forms and types of musical compositions.

—— Simulation games
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings.

—— Simulation methods
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under topical headings.

NT — Computer simulation
Electromechanical analogies
Mathematical models
Study and teaching—Simulation methods
Study and teaching
(Elementary)—Simulation methods
Study and teaching
(Higher)—Simulation methods
Study and teaching
(Secondary)—Simulation methods

—— Sindhi authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

—— Sisters of kings and rulers
USE — Kings and rulers—Sisters

—— Size
May Subd Geog
H 1174; H 1194; H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, individual plants and groups of plants, and individual organs and regions of the body.

NT — Dilatation
Hypertrophy

—— Sizes
May Subd Geog
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

—— Sketchbooks
USE — Notebooks, sketchbooks, etc.

—— Ski troops
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

—— Skid resistance
May Subd Geog
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

—— Skiding
May Subd Geog
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

—— Slag
H 1095; H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages and under topical headings.

—— Slavic antiquities
USE — Antiquities, Slavic

—— Slavic Influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

—— Slide collections
H 1105; H 1110; H 1120
Use as a topical subdivision under individual persons, families, and corporate bodies.

—— Slides
H 1095; H 1110; H 1140
Use as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and individual persons and under topical headings.

—— Slovak authors
H 1165
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

—— Small-boat service
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

—— Snow protection and removal
May Subd Geog
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

UF — Removal of snow
Snow removal

BT — Protection

—— Snow removal
USE — Snow protection and removal

—— Soccer
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under individual educational institutions.

BT — Sports

—— Social aspects
May Subd Geog
H 1095; H 1153; H 1184; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual persons, families, and corporate bodies.

UF — Emigration and immigration—Social aspects

—— Humor
H 1095
Social history

— Humor (Continued)

Use as a form subdivision under topical headings for works of social satire on those topics.

— Social conditions

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140; H 1149.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

UF — Social history

— Socioeconomic status [Former subdivision]

NT — Colonies—Social conditions

16th century

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

— 17th century

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

— 18th century

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

— 19th century

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

— 20th century

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

— 21st century

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

Social life and customs

USE — Social conditions

— Social life and customs

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140; H 1149.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

UF — Customs

NT — Colonies—Social life and customs

16th century

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

— 17th century

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

— 18th century

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

— 19th century

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

— 20th century

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

— 21st century

H 1100; H 1103; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., and under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

Social networks

(May Subd Geog)

H 1100; H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons and ethnic groups.

UF — Networks, Social

— Social policy

H 1140; H 1149.5
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc.

BT — Government policy

NT — Colonies—Social policy

— Social scientific criticism

(May Subd Geog)

H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.

— Social services

H 1159
Do not use headings of the type [Place]-Armed Forces. Use Military social work-[Place] instead.

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

— Social views

— Political and social views

— Socialization

(May Subd Geog)

H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

— Societies and clubs

H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under age and sex groups.

UF — Clubs

BT — Societies, etc.

— Societies, etc.

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1188
Do not use under classes of persons if the corresponding heading for the discipline can be assigned.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons, families, and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, uniform titles of sacred works, and topical headings for works discussing two or more societies or institutions related to those subjects.

NT — Societies and clubs

— Societies, periodicals, etc.

USE — Periodicals

— Societies, periodicals, etc.

— Socio-rhetorical criticism

(May Subd Geog)

H 1188
Use as a topical subdivision under uniform titles of sacred works.

BT — Criticism, interpretation, etc.

— Socioeconomic status

USE — Economic conditions

— Social conditions

— Sociological aspects

H 1095; H 1103.5
Use as a topical subdivision under types of institutions for works on the impact of the inherent nature of the institution in question on group interaction within the institution and vice versa.

— Softball

H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual educational institutions.

BT — Sports

— Software

H 1095
Use as a form subdivision under topical headings for computer programs that are tools to perform tasks, for example, systems software, utilities, or applications programs.

NT — Computer games

— Juvenile software

— Solo with harpsichord and piano

H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under topics of musical compositions.

— Solo with keyboard instrument

H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under topics of musical compositions.

— Solo with organ

H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under topics of musical compositions.

— Solo with piano

H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under topics of musical compositions.

— Solo with pianos (2)

H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under topics of musical compositions.

— Solos with organ

H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under topics of musical compositions.

— Solos with piano

H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under topics of musical compositions.

— Solos with pianos (2)

H 1160
Use as a form subdivision under topics of musical compositions.

— Solubility

(May Subd Geog)

H 1149; H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and individual materials and types of materials.

BT — Properties

— Somatic embryogenesis

(May Subd Geog)

H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

UF — Embryogenesis, Somatic

— Songs and music

H 1095; H 1100; H 1103; H 1105; H 1110; H 1140; H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, and under names of deities, mythological or legendary figures, and fictitious characters, and topical headings for works about vocal or instrumental music about those subjects.

UF — Music and songs

— Discography

H 1095
Use this subdivision combination as a form subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, and under names of deities, mythological or legendary figures, and fictitious characters, and topical headings for works about vocal or instrumental music about those subjects.

— History and criticism

H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., names of individual persons and corporate bodies, and under classes of persons, ethnic groups, military services, and under names of deities, mythological or legendary figures, and fictitious characters, and topical headings for collections or single works of vocal or instrumental music about the subject.

UF — Music and songs
— School yearbooks
— Student yearbooks
— Periodicals
— Studies and exercises
  — School yearbooks
  — Student yearbooks
  — Periodicals
  — Right hand studies
  — Immersion method
  — Audio-visual aids
  — Outlines, syllabi, etc.
— Left hand studies
— Problems, exercises, etc.
— Fingering
— Right hand exercises
— Progressive rock
— French, [Spanish, etc.] speakers
— Audio-visual aids
— Outlines, syllabi, etc.
— Law and legislation
— Simulation methods
— Law and legislation
— Simulation methods
— Study and teaching—Foreign students
— Study and teaching—Foreign students
— Supervision—May Subd Geog
— Immersion method
— Audio-visual aids
— Outlines, syllabi, etc.
individual diseases and types of diseases.

UF — Treatment—Complications and sequelae [Former subdivision]
BT — Complications

--- Complications and sequelae
USE — Treatment—Complications

--- Trench warfare
H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars.

--- Trial practice
H 1154.5
Use as a topical subdivision under individual legal topics.

--- Trial proceedings
USE — Trials, litigation, etc.

--- Trials, litigation, etc.
H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual persons, families, and corporate bodies for the proceedings of civil or criminal actions to which they are parties.

UF — Litigation

--- Trials, litigation, etc.
H 1105; H 1110; H 1120; H 1140
Use as a topical subdivision under names of countries, cities, etc., individual persons, families, and corporate bodies for the proceedings of civil or criminal actions to which they are parties.

UF — Proceedings of trials — Trial proceedings

--- Trials of vessels
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

--- Tribal citizenship
(May Subd Geog)
H 1103
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups.

UF — Itineraries
--- Journeys [Former subdivision]
--- Travel restrictions [Former subdivision]
--- Travels
--- Voyages

--- Treaties
H 1103; H 1200
Use as a topical subdivision under ethnic groups and individual wars for works about treaties related to those groups or wars.

NT — Commercial treaties
--- Foreign relations—Treaties

--- Treaties
H 1103; H 1200
Use as a form subdivision under treaties related to those groups or wars.

NT — Commercial treaties
--- Foreign relations—Treaties

--- Treatments
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

UF — Therapy

--- Adjunct treatment
--- Alternative treatment
--- Ayurvedic treatment
--- Chemotherapy
--- Chiropractic treatment
--- Cryotherapy
--- Diet therapy
--- Differentiation therapy
--- Diseases—Treatment
--- Dosimetric treatment
--- Eclectic treatment
--- Gene therapy
--- Homeopathic treatment
--- Hormone therapy
--- Immunotherapy
--- Palliative treatment
--- Phototherapy
--- Physical therapy
--- Radiotherapy
--- Surgery
--- Thermotherapy

--- Complications
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases. Use as a topical subdivision under individual diseases and types of diseases.

USE — Motors (Diesel)—Turbochargers
--- Turbochargers of diesel motors
--- Turbochargers of motors
--- Motors—Turbochargers
--- Turkic authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual corporate bodies and under classes of persons and military services.

BT — Clothing
—Waste disposal
—Housing—Waste disposal
—Pickling—Waste disposal

—Waste minimization
(May Subd Geog)
H 1095; H 1151.5; H 1153
Use as a topical subdivision under types of industries, industrial processes, facilities, and institutions.

UF — Minimization of wastes
NT — Finishing—Waste minimization

—Watch duty
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under individual navies.

—Weights and measures
(May Subd Geog)
H 1147; H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals, and individual plants and groups of plants.

UF — Requirements, Water

—Web-based instruction
(May Subd Geog)
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

BT — Study and teaching

—Webllogs
USE — Blogs

—Weld control
(May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual crops and groups of crops.

—Weight
H 1095; H 1147; H 1164
Use as a topical subdivision under types of objects, substances, individual animals and groups of animals, and organs and regions of the body for works on the techniques of making weight measurements of those items, or for the results of such measurements.

UF — Weight and measurement [Former subdivision]

—Weight and measurement
USE — Weight

—Weights and measures
H 1095
Use as a topical subdivision under types of commodities and merchandise for systems of weights and measures of those groups or established for those items.

UF — Weight and measurement [Former subdivision]

—Weldability
(May Subd Geog)
H 1158
Use as a topical subdivision under individual materials and types of materials.

—Welding
(May Subd Geog)
H 1149; H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual chemicals and groups of chemicals and individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

—Welsh authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

—West Indian influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

—Western influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

UF — Occidental influences [Former subdivision]

BT — Foreign influences

—Wheels
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

—Alignment
(May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

UF — Alignment of wheels

—Balancing
(May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

UF — Balancing of wheels

—White authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

—Will
H 1110
Use as a topical subdivision under names of individual persons or for discussions of the person's legal declaration regarding the disposition of the person's property or estate, including discussions or cases of contested wills.

—Windows and windshields
(May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

UF — Windshields

—Law and legislation
(May Subd Geog)
H 1195
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under legal topics.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual land vehicles and types of land vehicles.

BT — Law and legislation

—Windshields
USE — Windows and windshields

—Wintering
(May Subd Geog)
H 1147
Use as a topical subdivision under individual animals and groups of animals.

—Wiring, Electric
USE — Electric wiring

—Women
(May Subd Geog)
H 1159; H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Do not subdivide geographically under military services.

Use as a topical subdivision under military services. Also use under individual wars for works on aspects of the war in relation to women, including its effect on them. For works on the participation of women in the military actions of the war, use the subdivision Participation, Female.

UF — Women's work [Former subdivision]

—Women authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

UF — Female authors

—Women's reserves
H 1159
Use as a topical subdivision under individual military services.

BT — Reserves

—Women's work
USE — Women

—Word formation
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF — Formation of words

—Word frequency
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF — Frequency of words

—Word indexes
USE — Concordances

—Word order
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF — Order of words

—Words, Code
USE — Code words

—Workbooks
USE — Problems, exercises, etc.

—Working conditions
USE — Employment

—Workload
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100
Use as a topical subdivision under occupational groups and types of employees.

UF — Accident and injuries

—Wound and injuries
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100; H 1103; H 1147; H 1164; H 1180
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.

Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual animals and groups of animals, individual organs and regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.

UF — Accidents and injuries

—Wounds and injuries
(May Subd Geog)
H 1100
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under diseases.

Use as a topical subdivision under classes of persons, ethnic groups, individual animals and groups of animals, individual organs and regions of the body, and individual plants and groups of plants.

UF — Accidents and injuries [Former subdivision]

—Injuries

—BT — Blunt trauma

—Fractures

—Frost damage

—Hemorrhage

—Herbicide injuries

—Radiation injuries

—Rupture

—Diagnosis
(May Subd Geog)
H 1150
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

BT — Diagnosis

—Wrestling
H 1151
Use as a topical subdivision under individual educational institutions.

BT — Sports

—Writing
H 1154
Use as a topical subdivision under individual languages and groups of languages.

UF — Literatures and major genres of literatures.

UF — Literary authors.

—Written works
H 1110
Do not use under persons also known as literary authors.

Use as a topical subdivision under names of persons active in the fine arts, music, and performing arts for discussions, listings, etc., of their non-literary textual works.

—Yearbooks
USE — Periodicals

—Yearbooks
USE — Periodicals

—Yellow pages
USE — Telephone directories—Yellow pages

—Yeasten
H 1159
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under military services.

—Yiddish influences
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.

BT — Foreign influences

—Yield
USE — Yields

—Yields
(May Subd Geog)
H 1180
Use as a topical subdivision under individual plants and groups of plants.

UF — Yield [Former subdivision]

—Yoruba authors
H 1156
Use as a topical subdivision under individual literatures and major genres of literatures.

—Youth
(May Subd Geog)
H 1200
Further subdivide by subdivisions used under classes of persons.

Use as a topical subdivision under individual wars for works on aspects of the war in relation to youth, especially the war's effects on them.

—Youth and childhood
USE — Childhood and youth
— Foreign countries
  H 1095; H 1103; H 1154; H 1156; H 1159
  Use as a geographic subdivision under ethnic groups, individual languages, individual literatures, military services, and types of publications qualified by language or nationality.
  NT — Officials and employees—Foreign countries
— History and criticism
  H 1156
  Use this subdivision combination as a topical subdivision under individual literatures.
  BT — History and criticism